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Snippets Latest news and updates from the beauty and wellness industry
New openings Salons and spas that have been launched in the country
Main interview At 13, Juanmy Medialdea was introduced to hairdressing, and by
15, he was the owner of Juan Miguel Medialdea Peluqueros in Guadix, Spain. In
2019 Juanmy became the first hairdresser in history to win five Picasso Awards
with two collections in a single night, a milestone in a meteoric career
In hair L’Oréal Professionnel has launched Toolbox by Tecni.ART for ultimate
styling; Opti.Sculpt and Opti.Straight by MATRIX are a must for sleek and straight
hair; Go for Biolage SmoothProof for frizzy hair care; Revlon Professional has
introduced Nutri Color Crème for colour, care and shine; TIGI Custom Copyright
is a treatment created to meet the hair needs of all hair types

28

Brand vision David M Tung, APAC Head of Henkel Beauty Care shares with Salon
India the opportunities available, plans for the future, and his vision for the group
Brand Ritu Deswal, Founder, Style ‘N’ Scissors Salon in Jaipur, shares with her take
on the season and the ammunition required to make it a success
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Innovation KT Advanced Haircare Ultimate Frizz Control Shampoo is a blend of
Macadamia Oil and Shea Butter
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Role model Peter Beckett, Hair Ambassador Moroccanoil, started his journey as a
hairdresser by chance
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44 -45 Trends LMIFWSS ‘20 was a unique showcase of make-up and hair with the beauty
team incorporating a new mood and ideology into designer looks on the ramp
48 -60 In focus Technology today has given an equal playing field to all enterprises big
or small; not only to run their businesses smoothly, but to also profile customers
according to their individual needs and requirements
64-65 Artist interview An independent make-up artist, Davinder Kaur aka Davi has come
a long way in her journey
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Doctor speak Dr Pallavi Sule, Dermatologist and Aesthetic Physician, explains the
process of lash lifting and its benefits

Visual dynamics Spa Nescense, Victoria-Jungfrau Grand Hotel & Spa is an
embodiment of change with its warm, earthy shades, and bespoke walnut wood
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Wellness view Sudhip Ghosh, Spa Manager, Rejuve – The Spa, The Lalit Great
Eastern Kolkata by The Lalit Suri Hospitality Group, shares his perspective on the
wellness industry
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Guest author Shahnaz Husain, Chairperson & Managing Director of Shahnaz
Husain Group of Companies speaks about technology in the beauty business
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Skin care Gunjan Jain, National Education Manager at Cheryl’s Cosmeceuticals
talks about O2C2 Radiance Treatment and HeelPeel Treatment for brides to-be

Celeb style Margot Robbie shares her beauty mantras and sense of style
Step-by-step Recreate the intricate cut
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